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National Fish and Wildlife Foundation Innovative Nutrient and
Sediment Reduction Proposal Description
Pennsylvania has invested billions of dollars in Chesapeake Bay restoration efforts since 1985 but
has yet to meet its nitrogen and sediment goals. In a January 2016 report, A DEP Strategy to
Enhance Pennsylvania’s Chesapeake Bay Restoration Effort, the state called for a new strategy that
emphasized “science-based, high-impact, low-cost projects on the ground working with partners in
a focused manner.”
To pilot a new innovative approach to conservation, Chesapeake Conservancy, Susquehanna
University, Bloomsburg University, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, and the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources propose to collaborate and harness newly
available high-resolution GIS datasets and tools to conduct precision conservation and better focus
restoration efforts and BMP implementation on the ground. This project has the potential to
demonstrate improved efficiency, effectiveness, and returns on investment through better site
selection prioritization and support technology transfer to broaden adoption across multiple
regions.
This project proposes to coordinate the organizational strengths of multiple partners to
demonstrate the capabilities of the new tools and high-resolution data, target implementation of
agricultural BMPs, in particular riparian forested buffers, where models suggest they can make
the greatest pollution reduction impact, and validate this premise with pre- and post- construction
chemical and biological monitoring in two-three pilot sites.
Additionally, this project supports new capacity in the region to provide critical expertise to
multiple counties across the Susquehanna River watershed. The Chesapeake Conservancy and
Susquehanna University are working together to hire a technical coordinator, based at
Susquehanna University, who will work with restoration professionals at the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation (CBF) to identify priority landscapes for focused analysis and implementation. CBF
restoration specialists will then identify landowners and, working with the technical coordinator
and Service Foresters from the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources,
integrate the Conservancy’s high-resolution parcel-scale data into the design and implement cost
effective, landscape-specific BMPs. The technical coordinator will work closely with local
communities to design tools to help communities prioritize targeted conservation for maximum
impact that require no GIS skills to use. Researchers and students from Susquehanna University
and Bloomsburg University will assess benefits to local stream health.
The long-term outcome will be a technically-sound framework to target BMP siting on agricultural
lands that leads to more cost-effective and efficient restoration work in the Susquehanna River
watershed.
This document describes the Phase I Data Analysis: Assessment of conservation opportunity
areas in the Susquehanna River Watershed.

The Foundational Datasets
High-resolution land cover classification
The Chesapeake Conservancy and partners have recently completed a high-resolution land cover
classification dataset across the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The new data replaces the commonly
used 2006 National Land Cover Dataset that has a resolution of 30 meters by 30 meters with 2013
data at a resolution of 1 meter by 1 meter. It is freely available for download and covers 100,000+
square miles of the Chesapeake Bay
Watershed. With 12 land cover classes,
including new classes such as tree
canopy over impervious surfaces, roads,
and structures, the data enable users to
carry out site-level analyses. The data
will inform the Chesapeake Bay
Program’s Phase 6 Total Maximum Daily
Load model, and will be available
through the Chesapeake Bay Program
and Chesapeake Conservancy’s website
in late 2016.

High-resolution concentrated flow path mapping
The Chesapeake Conservancy is also mapping where water tends to flow across the landscape
before it reaches the stream channel, which can be described as “concentrated flow paths,” or
“enhanced flow paths.” This data also improves on the existing National Hydrography Dataset
(NHD) by more accurately mapping the stream edge where the water meets the land. This
concentrated flow path mapping methodology identifies 0 and 1st order streams and areas where
water is likely to accumulate, which research has shown can contribute substantial amounts of
nutrient and sediment pollution into larger waterways. The Conservancy uses a combination of
datasets and a Digital Elevation Model to identify how water moves across the landscape, an
estimation of channel width based on the expected flow accumulation at a certain point, and the
pixels identified as water in the land cover classification to map concentrated flow paths and
stream channels. This mapping will be completed for the entire Susquehanna River Watershed and
be available for download on the Chesapeake Conservancy’s website in late 2016.
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Conservation opportunity area analysis
Motivation




Chesapeake Bay Program partners are working to restore 900 miles of forest buffers per year
until 70 percent of all stream banks and shorelines in the watershed are buffered.1
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources has a goal of restoring
95,000 acres of riparian forested buffer by 2025.2
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) conservation practice standard
requirement for forested buffers stipulates a 35-foot minimum width.3

Methodology
Phase I Data Analysis: Assessment of existing riparian buffer coverage in the Susquehanna River
Watershed
The Conservancy and its partners are demonstrating how a combination of the high resolution land
cover and enhanced flow path datasets can identify, with high accuracy, the amount and locations of
conservation opportunity areas. Within a buffer width of 35 ft. from the enhanced flow path edge,
the Conservancy defines conservation opportunity areas as any land cover type that does not
include shrub-scrub, forest, or wetlands.
Once a baseline buffer analysis is established, the data can be used to help prioritize restoration
projects that may intercept the greatest amount of runoff, and can quantify the amount and classes
of land area draining through a specific point. A conservation opportunity area analysis will be
available on the Chesapeake Conservancy’s website in late 2016.
Phase II Data Analysis: Prioritization of Conservation Opportunity Areas
Once Phase I is completed, project partners will work with local stakeholders to develop a
prioritization methodology to identify the best conservation opportunity areas within the
Susquehanna River watershed.

1

http://www.chesapeakebay.net/issues/issue/forest_buffers

2

http://dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/yourwoods/streambuffers/index.htm

3

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/pa/newsroom/releases/?cid=NRCSEPRD1192216
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What’s a conservation opportunity area?
The remainder of this document is focused on addressing the question, “What’s a conservation
opportunity area?” There are special cases that come up in the automatic extraction of opportunity
areas, and decisions need to be made on what “counts” as an opportunity area. Should certain
opportunity areas identified be thrown out completely because they are too small, isolated, don’t
immediately border water etc.? Should they just be thrown out of the domain of restorable
conservation opportunity areas? Should they be retained in the dataset and given an extremely low
priority for restoration?
The Implementing Precision Conservation in the Susquehanna River Watershed team has identified
two datasets that will become the foundation for phase II of the initiative: the prioritization of
conservation opportunity areas.
The resulting foundational dataset for Phase II will have two components:
1) all conservation opportunity areas, and
2) a subset of that layer that will illustrate only the conservation opportunity areas that are
potentially restorable.

The following 11 Cases of conservation opportunity areas will be assessed for their suitability for
inclusion in two data layers that will complete Phase I of the data assessment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Large adjacent opportunity area
Non-adjacent opportunity area
Small opportunity area
Intermittent flow
Enhanced flow path error—no
apparent flow
6. Isolated ponds
7. Ponds near enhanced flow paths

8. Infrastructure alongside enhanced
flow paths
9. Infrastructure crosses enhanced flow
paths
10. Roadside ditches
11. Opportunity areas across multiple
parcels

The two data layers are:

Conservation Opportunity Layer

Restorable Conservation Opportunity Layer

The assessment is indicated with the following notation:
A Check in the “Y” box
indicates that the Case
will be included in the
dataset.

Y

E

A Check in the “E” box
indicates that the Case
will be included with
exceptions.
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Case 1: LARGE ADJACENT CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITY AREA
Best case scenario: well defined channel, no buffer within 35 feet of water – clearly a conservation
opportunity area and should be considered for restoration.

Conservation Opportunity




Fig. 1.1 Large adjacent conservation opportunity area
imagery






Fig. 1.2 Large adjacent conservation opportunity area
analysis



E

Y

E

Contiguous pixels should be
considered a single conservation
opportunity area.
Because the Natural Resource
Conservation Service considers any
riparian area with less than 35%
tree canopy a restoration
opportunity, methods should be
explored to determine whether
small forested patches that disrupt
an otherwise non-forested riparian
area could be dissolved into the
conservation opportunity area,
rather than segmented a large
conservation opportunity area.
When both sides of the channel are
unbuffered, each side should be
considered an individual
conservation opportunity area.
Analyses should be done at 35, 50,
100 and 200 ft.
Figure 1.2 and all proceeding
analysis images are illustrates all
pixels within a buffer width of 35
ft. from the enhanced flow path
edge, that are identified as any
land cover type that does not
include shrub-scrub, forest, or
wetlands (shown in GOLD) per
the Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural
Resources definition of forested
riparian buffers.

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity


Y



Large adjacent conservation
opportunity areas should be
included in the Restorable
Conservation Opportunity Layer.
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Case 2: NON-ADJACENT CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITY AREA
Well-defined channel, buffer along enhanced flow path’s edge but does not extend full 35 feet out.

Conservation Opportunity
Area




E

All pixels within the assessed buffer
distance from the enhanced flow
path edge should be included in the
buffer analysis. (In Fig. 2.2, this
distance is 35 ft.)

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area


Fig. 2.1 Non-adjacent conservation opportunity area imagery

Y

Y



Non-adjacent conservation
opportunity areas should be
included in the Restorable
Conservation Opportunity Area
Layer. Further consideration for the
level of priority of non-adjacent
conservation opportunity areas will
be given in Phase II of the
assessment: Prioritization of
Restoration Opportunities.

Fig. 2.2 Non-adjacent conservation opportunity area
analysis
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E

Case 3: SMALL CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITY AREA
Isolated, very small (few pixel) conservation opportunity areas.

Conservation Opportunity
Area




Fig. 3.1 Small conservation opportunity area imagery

INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Include all conservation
opportunity areas 25 meters and
larger.
The largest minimum mapping unit
of all of the land cover classes
included in the 1-meter resolution
land cover dataset is 25 square
meters. Therefore, all conservation
opportunity areas 25 meters or
larger should be included in the
conservation opportunity area
layer. Even though these are still
small conservation opportunity
areas, they should be counted
toward the goal of having 70% of
stream banks and shorelines
buffered, and can provide
restoration opportunities to meet
the 95,000 acre goal.

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area



Fig. 3.2 Small conservation opportunity area analysis

Y

Y

INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Include small conservation
opportunity areas in the restorable
buffer layer if the total conservation
opportunity area acreage within
that parcel exceeds 0.4 acres.
Per team partners, the smallest
restoration project that is
reasonable to undertake is 0.4
acres.
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E



E



Case 4: INTERMITTENT FLOW
Enhanced flow paths identified across fields, and thus completely un-buffered, where there is
evidence of occasional concentrated flow – but not an actual stream channel – visible in aerial
imagery.

Conservation Opportunity
Area



1)

Fig. 4.1 Intermittent flow imagery

Channel heads are identified as
pixels that drain 60 acres total.
Some 60-acre draining pixels are
channel heads of perennial streams;
however, some channel heads, like
in this scenario, are to intermittent
streams. At this time there is no
reasonable way to exclude without
potentially excluding perennial
streams and should be included in
the analysis.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Alternative classification: One way
to address this issue may be to
provide a classification system
within the new stream dataset that
is similar to stream orders—a
stream classification system can be
based on total number of acres
drained.

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area




Fig. 4.2 Intermittent flow analysis



Y

Y

E





At this time, there is no reasonable
way to exclude without potentially
excluding perennial stream
channels, and should be included in
the analysis.
While this may not be a feasible for
riparian forest buffer restoration,
other Best Management Practices
could help mitigate stormwater
runoff through this concentrated
flow path, should it be identified as
a priority in Phase II: Restoration
Opportunity Prioritization.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION: See
alternative classification above.
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Case 5: ENHANCED FLOW PATH ERROR—NO APPARENT FLOW
Enhanced flow paths identified across fields, and thus completely un-buffered, where no channel or
indication of concentrated flow can be seen from aerial imagery.

Conservation Opportunity
Area




Fig. 5.1 Enhanced flow path error—no apparent flow imagery



Y

Channel heads are identified as
pixels that drain 60 acres total.
Some 60-acre draining pixels are
channel heads of streams; however,
some channel heads are identified
in error. At this time, there is no
reasonable way to exclude without
potentially excluding accurate
streams and should be included in
the analysis.
Channel heads are identified as
pixels that drain 60 acres total.
Some 60-acre draining pixels are
legitimate channel heads; however,
some, like in this scenario, are not.
At this time, there is no reasonable
way to exclude without potentially
excluding stream channels, and
should be included in the analysis.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Alternative classification: One way
to address this issue may be to
provide a classification system
similar to stream orders—stream
classification system can be based
on number of acres drained.

Y

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area

Fig. 5.2 Enhanced flow path error—no apparent flow
analysis


E

While this scenario would not likely
be a candidate for restoration, there
is no reasonable way to exclude
without potentially excluding
stream channels, and should be
included in the analysis.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION: See
alternative classification above.
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E



Case 6: ISOLATED PONDS
Conservation opportunity areas surrounding ponds completely isolated from enhanced flow paths.

Conservation Opportunity
Area


Fig. 6.1 Isolated ponds imagery





Fig. 6.2 Isolated ponds analysis

While water quality of isolated
ponds is not a Susquehanna or
Chesapeake Bay priority, more
research is needed to evaluate the
impact on these types of ponds to
groundwater and the nearby
enhanced flow paths that are
groundwater fed, and whether
restoration on isolated ponds could
help mitigate that nutrient transfer.
Though there is debate about
whether restoration around isolated
ponds is in the spirit of river and
bay restoration goals, they should
be counted toward the goal of
having 70% of stream banks and
shorelines buffered, and can
provide restoration opportunities to
meet Pennsylvania’s 95,000 acre
restoration goal.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Alternative classification: One way
to address this issue may be to
provide a classification system to
give the option in future
assessments to include or exclude
conservation opportunity areas
around isolated ponds.

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area


Y

Y

INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION: See
alternative classification above.
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E



E



Case 7: PONDS NEAR ENHANCED FLOW PATHS
Enhanced flow paths identified across fields, and thus completely un-buffered, where no channel or
indication of concentrated flow can be seen from aerial imagery.

Conservation Opportunity
Area


INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Ponds with outflow points to nearby
enhanced flow paths should be
included in the Conservation
Opportunity Area Layer.
If there is no outflow point, see Case
6: ISOLATED PONDS.



Fig. 7.1 Ponds near enhanced flow path imagery

Y

Y

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area Layer




INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Ponds with outflow points to nearby
enhanced flow paths should be
included in the Restorable
Conservation Opportunity Area
Layer.
If there is no outflow point, see Case
6: ISOLATED PONDS.

Fig. 5.2 Ponds near enhanced flow path analysis
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E



E



Case 8: INFRASTRUCTURE ALONGSIDE ENHANCED FLOW PATH
Conservation opportunity area is a road (or other impervious) alongside enhanced flow path.

Conservation Opportunity
Area


Fig. 8.1 Infrastructure alongside enhanced flow path
imagery







E

These should be counted toward the
goal of having 70% of stream banks
and shorelines buffered.

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area


Y

Y

INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Impervious surface and
roads/bridges should not be
considered restorable.
Power lines and pipelines should be
considered restorable in special
cases—shrubs and grasses can be
planted under power lines with a
willing land manager, and should be
given its own classification within
the dataset.
Further research should be done
regarding right-of-way minimum
distances, which should also be
excluded from the restorable data
layer.

Fig. 8.2 Infrastructure alongside enhanced flow path
analysis
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E



Case 9: INFRASTRUCTURE CROSSES STREAM
Conservation opportunity areas are infrastructure or right-of-way

Conservation Opportunity
Area



Fig. 9.1 Infrastructure crosses enhanced flow
path imagery





E

Y

E

These should be counted toward the
goal of having 70% of stream banks
and shorelines buffered.

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area


Y

INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Impervious surface and
roads/bridges should not be
considered restorable.
Power lines and pipelines should be
considered restorable in special
cases—shrubs and grasses can be
planted under power lines with a
willing land manager, and should be
given its own classification within
the dataset.
Further research should be done
regarding right-of-way minimum
distances, which should also be
excluded from the restorable data
layer.

Fig. 9.2 Infrastructure crosses enhanced flow path
analysis
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Case 10: ROADSIDE DITCHES
Roadside ditches erroneously mapped as enhanced flow paths and subsequently identified as unbuffered.

Y

Conservation Opportunity
Area




Fig. 5.1 Enhanced flow path error—no apparent
flow imagery

Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area




Fig. 5.2 Enhanced flow path error—no apparent flow
analysis



Similar to Case 4:INTERMITTENT
ENHANCED FLOW PATHS, at this
time, there is no reasonable way to
exclude without potentially
excluding perennial enhanced flow
paths and should be included in the
analysis.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION:
Alternative classification: One way
to address this issue may be to
provide a classification system
similar to stream orders—stream
classification system can be based
on number of acres drained.





E

Y

At this time, there is no reasonable
way to exclude without potentially
excluding enhanced flow paths, and
should be included in the analysis.
While this may not be a feasible for
riparian forest buffer restoration,
other Best Management Practices
could help mitigate stormwater
runoff through this concentrated
flow path.
INCLUDE WITH EXCEPTION: See
alternative classification above.
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E



Case 11: CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITY AREA ACROSS MULTIPLE
PARCELS
Continuous conservation opportunity areas that crosses several property boundaries.

Conservation Opportunity
Area


Y



E

Y

E

Contiguous conservation
opportunity areas should be
included as a SINGLE conservation
opportunity area in the
conservation opportunity area
layer.



Restorable Conservation
Opportunity Area


Fig. 11.1 Conservation opportunity areas across
multiple parcels imagery

The entire conservation
opportunity area is restorable.
Parcel lines should be considered in
the Phase II of the analysis:
Restoration Opportunities
Prioritization

Fig. 11.2 Conservation opportunity areas across multiple
parcels analysis
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Next Steps
Phase I Data Analysis: Assessment of existing conservation opportunity coverage in the Susquehanna
River Watershed
The Implementing Precision Conservation in the Susquehanna River Watershed partners will develop
a foundational baseline dataset that illustrates
The Implementing Precision Conservation in the Susquehanna River Watershed team will create two
datasets based on the methodology described in this report:
1) all conservation opportunity areas, and
2) a subset of that layer that will illustrate only the conservation opportunity areas that are
potentially restorable.
Phase II Data Analysis: Prioritization of Conservation Opportunity Areas
Once Phase I is completed, project partners will work with local stakeholders to develop a
prioritization methodology to identify the best opportunities for conservation opportunity area
restoration within the Susquehanna River watershed.
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